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Workshop 1 - First Day, July 1, 2020: “Home Desk Picture”
Nowadays each of us is working from home. So our home desk became our working office.
Instructions: Please take a picture of your desk when you think you were the most productive. The
participants should send two (2) pictures of their home desk at least one week before the conference to:
bostjan.delak@fis.unm.si and csolek@sgh.waw.pl. During the conference workshop, the workshop
facilitators will present the most interesting ones (about 5 or 6) and ask all participants to vote who they
think that desk belongs to? Participants’ discussion will then be facilitated on what is important in their
daily work from home.
Workshop 2 - Second Day, July 2, 2020: “Blind Origami”
The purpose of this activity is to highlight the importance of listening and asking for feedback when you
are working in remote location and you have to depend on team work.
People and Materials
• From 4 to 5 people in virtual teams
• Audio conversation (without video) or messaging app.
• A sheet of Letter or A4 size paper for each person.
About the Workshop Facilitators:
Celina Sołek-Borowska is an Assistant Professor at the SGH Warsaw School of Economics, in
Warsaw, Poland, where she teaches: Knowledge Management, Organizational Behavior and
Team building classes. She serves as a trainer for businesses, she also serves as an academic
advisor in business projects and runs a team building workshop in the CEMS program (elite
program at SGH). She has taught in the Erasmus program for the University of Gran Canaria
(Spain), the University of Hertfordshire (UK), and the University of Alicante (Spain). Recently
she served as a mentor in global virtual challenge – international project for students from five
continents. Her research interest are amongst: knowledge sharing and knowledge creation,
team building and strategic alliance between Universities and businesses.
Boštjan Delak is an Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Information Studies, in Novo mesto,
Slovenia, where he teaches: Evaluation, Testing and Auditing of Information systems and Basics
of Information Security. He is an active certified information system auditor. He is employed
as information system auditor at the Court of Audit of the Republic of Slovenia. He has more
than 38 years of experiences within information systems. He conducted more than 80
information systems due diligences and more than 100 information systems audits. His fields
of interest are: information system due diligence, information system analysis, and knowledge
management.

